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Clarkson SWE had a March to remember. We were able to have our yearly Girl Scout Event which was a blast! Unfortunately shortly after this the COVID-19 outbreak in New York moved classes online and all university related travel had been cancelled. Clarkson SWE will continue to try and hold online events for the rest of the semester in order to keep our connection with our members strong!

Game Night GBM

Clarkson SWE held a game night GBM in March, to help relive mid-term stress. This was a great event to help our members bond and enjoy some time away from work. This event was very popular with the members so we hope to do another soon!

Discover Her-Story

Clarkson SWE collaborated with KDCHI to put together an amazing event! In honor of Women's History Month, SWE and many other female organizations got together to display their favorite women from history. SWE chose the famous Katherine Johnson, Emily Roebling, and Rosalind Franklin. We hope to collaborate with these organizations much more in the future.

Girl Scout Event

The annual girl scout event had a great turn out this year. The Girl Scouts' Science and Engineering Night has been taking place every year for nearly 25 years! Girl scouts from all over the North Country came and had a wonderful time, we had almost 30 girls attend. It is always good to see our members help shape the female engineers of the future. The girls had the option of doing the Think Like an Engineer Journey or earn the Coding basics badge. SWE can not wait to start planning for next year!

Pi Day

SWE participated in the annual Pi day event, this event is a fun way to get the kids in the community interested in STEM. This Pi day SWE connected the diameter and circumference of a circle to Pi with the use of Oreos and Twizzlers! What kid doesn’t love sweets? This event was very fun both the students and volunteers love participating.

Thank you for supporting Clarkson SWE throughout the years. We truly appreciate it. If you would like to give us feedback or share your experiences at Clarkson do not hesitate to contact us! Subscribe to our monthly newsletters by emailing swe@clarkson.edu, with subject line “Newsletter Subscription.”